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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud application providers who deploy their application

at different cloud sites usually aim for close-by processing
of user requests, benefiting from improved quality of ser-
vice, and traffic reduction [4]. In this context, we dynami-
cally scale applications to reduce costs by automating their
deployment and adapting their resource allocation dynam-
ically. We research the following questions: Where to allo-
cate how many resources and how to apply the allocation?
Which information is needed and how to exchange it? How
can applications cope with ever changing resource alloca-
tions?

To practically evaluate our solutions, we created a flex-
ible testbed. We share our insides and implementation to
researchers tackling the diverse subproblems, various op-
timization goals, potentials for cost savings, and QoS im-
provements. We provide software with install instructions
to construct your own private testbed [5].

Our testbed is two-layered: The bottom layer allows to
test VM deployment on emulated, geographically distributed
sites. It can be independently reused, is self-sufficient, and
thus constitutes a small testbed on its own, the GeoDist
Testbed (Section 2). The top layer allows to test adapta-
tions and VM placement algorithms interactively or through
predefined scenarios. Both layers together form the Adapta-
tion Testbed (Section 3). Its capabilities are demonstrated
in three different scenarios (Section 4).
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Figure 1: Two-layered Testbed architecture

2. GEODIST TESTBED
The testbed consists of hosts running the VMs managed

by OpenStack [6] on a separate headnode. In order to emu-
late geographically distributed sites, we solved two issues: (i)
To emulate different sites, the hosts are grouped; each host
is assigned to one group representing a site. We configure
OpenStack’s availability zones, so we are able to specify the
site a VM is deployed to (Figure 1). (ii) To emulate network
properties between sites a Linux tool, called netem [2], is us-
ing. It builds upon Linux kernel’s traffic control and alters
sending behaviour of hosts so that latency, maximal data
rate, jitter, or packet loss between hosts can be emulated.
Netem rules can be applied for individual IP-addresses or
subnets. The emulated properties between hosts are spec-
ified as a network topology, a graph with nodes represent-
ing sites/a group of hosts and annotated edges describing
the network properties. Such a graph is automatically de-
composed into netem rules for each host. However, this
host-to-host configuration is insufficient as a VM’s network
is bridged and thus IP-addresses-based host configuration
doesn’t affect traffic with VM-IP-addresses. As a result,
we need to maintain on each host VM-to-VM netem rules.
Configuring these rules is not only a labour-intensive task
but also changes very often – every time a VM is launched
or destroyed. Thus, our Topology Module (TM) automat-
ically generates the VM-to-VM rules and applies them on
each host. Whenever the topology is re-set or the amount of
VMs changes, the TM takes care about the reconfiguration.
This additionally allows to emulate changing situations in
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the network (for instance, emulated congestion) while the
VMs are running.

In line with a standard OpenStack installation, our testbed
has two separate networks: one for infrastructure opera-
tions, image copying, or measurements and one for inter-
VM, application-level traffic. The TM offers two level of
control: The separate manipulation of both networks. We
currently manipulate the application network as we mea-
sure application level effects. Other researchers interested
in network properties and their relationship to infrastruc-
ture operations, like cross-site migration, can manipulate
the infrastructure network as well.

The third module, the Traffic Manager, controls traffic
generators deployed in small VMs at each host. In our cur-
rent implementation, http requests are sent with a certain
rate to specified VMs. The Traffic Manager can easily be
extended to execute other requests.

3. ADAPTATION TESTBED
Building on top of the functionality provided by the bot-

tom layer, two additional components realize a specialized
testbed for adaptation algorithms: The Application Deploy-
ment Toolkit (ADT) and the Control Panel (CP).

The ADT provides a plugin mechanism for placement al-
gorithms, offers a high-level interface to allocate geographi-
cally distributed resources as an allocation graph – similar to
VXDL [3] – and automates common deployment tasks. The
ADT collects topological data from the TM and provides
them to the adaptation plugin, so topology-aware placement
algorithms can use this data. The ADT, TM, and Open-
Stack realizes the geographically distributed deployment of
application and their dynamic adaptation corresponding to
changed load or utilization.

The other two components, the Traffic Manager, described
in the GeoDist testbed (??), and the Control Panel, are
tools to test the adaptive deployment and algorithms. The
CP combines to aspects: It not only shows testbed states,
e.g. which VM where, but also allows to change the framing
conditions of test, e.g. how much traffic is generated where.
CP’s GUI is split into four parts: 1) A top view of how much
VMs/resources are allocated where. 2) The adaptation plu-
gin’s internal data, upon which the allocation decision is
based, is plotted. 3) The top view of how much load/traffic
is generated from which sites. This view is interactive and
allows live testing of the algorithm. 4) The measured QoS
(in our case, response time) is plotted. Because of limited
space, we omit a screenshot and redirect interested reader
to our website [5].

4. STORYBOARD
During the demonstration, a two-tier application is de-

ployed. It consists of two components: A frontend server
answers requests of traffic generators. A backend server is
partially asked. ADT automatically deploys and configures
the servers in different VMs.

The allocated resources are adapted to improve average
request response times while the situation changes: a) Load
intensity changes at different sites; e.g., peak loads. b) Link
property changes; e.g., emulated congestion. c) New Links
are added; e.g., infrastructure investments. The individual
changes are done live during the demonstration via the con-
trol panel; it also plots the effects on response times.

This will demonstrate three aspects: First, it shows a com-
plete, working software stack, from applications in VMs to
a cross-site resource management system. Second, it shows
the behaviour of the monitor-reaction-loop in time. Third,
an automated, dynamically adapted deployment and recon-
figuration of multi-tier application architectures is realized.

The demonstration is performed with our Cloud-in-a-
Box: We boxed 9 hosts with small form factor, commodity
hardware in a compact, custom case. Each host has at least
two network cards, which are interconnected by a 1 Gbit
Switch.

5. RELATED WORK
Other testbeds for geographically distributed VM deploy-

ment are available: For instance, BonFire [1] or Amazon’s
Research Grants. While they offer resources from different
sites, the network connecting these sites is the normal in-
ternet and thus not suitable for controlled measurements.
A specialized site of BonFire offers network property con-
figurations between VMs and aims to evaluate application
behaviour with different connectivity scenarios. In contrast,
we need to configure the network between sites as we aim
for changing VM locations to improve application quality.
Steiner et al. [7] showed a live monitoring of network prop-
erties between hosts/sites, which is used for adaptive deploy-
ment. Integrating their solution will enrich our testbed as
currently the topology description is not only used to con-
figure the network but also as direct input for placement
algorithms.
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